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A B S T R A C T   

Systems integration processes need to become more efficient and effective in order to allow enterprises to be 
nimbler and more responsive in today’s dynamic markets. Systems integration typically depends on data ex-
change standards (DESes) and the associated DES usage specification that provides precise standard imple-
mentation requirements. However, there are significant inefficiencies in DES usage specification management 
today. Therefore, to achieve the objective of more responsive enterprises, DES usage specification management, 
particularly reuse, needs to advance. The Core Component Technical Specification carries the promise to advance 
the reuse by introducing the notions of Core Components (CCs), as DES building blocks, and Business Information 
Entities (BIEs), as DES usage specification. While the CCs idea has been successfully implemented in industry 
DES, the BIEs idea has been implemented only in a basic form, falling short of enabling the BIE reuse to its full 
potential. To realize the full potential of the BIE reuse, BIE development in industry standard usage needs to 
utilize the notion of business context better. In this paper, we reviewed existing business context models 
including UN/CEFACT Context Model (UCM), Enhanced UCM (E-UCM), and Business Context Ontology (BCOnt) 
and found that they were promising tools to improve the effectiveness of the BIE development and reuse. In 
addition to that contribution, this research took a closer look at E-UCM in particular. Two novel assessment 
criteria called expressiveness and effectiveness were defined. Using an industry use case and the two assessments, 
we showed short-comings of E-UCM such as semantic ambiguity and business rule disconnection. From there, 
improvements were outlined for future work to device them into E-UCM to enable a more efficient and effective 
BIE development and reuse process.   

1. Introduction 

Flexibilities are essential for enterprises to be nimbler and more 
responsive to changing demands and disruptions in today’s dynamic 
markets [1–4]. To be flexible, enterprises need to be able to adapt their 
enterprise business processes quickly. These business processes are 
supported by many software applications some of which are extended 
into the supply chain partners [5,6]. Therefore, the ability to quickly 
integrate these applications and adapt them to the changing business 
processes contribute greatly to enterprise flexibilities. However, indus-
trial enterprises continue to struggle with inter- and intra-organizational 
enterprise systems integrations which, for the sake of brevity, will be 
referred as systems integrations. Integration costs still steep; and its 

complexities prevent enterprises from achieving flexible enterprise and 
production processes [7]. While data exchange standards are key en-
ablers to save integration costs and reduce its complexities [8], their 
outdated development and usage methods contribute greatly to chal-
lenges of standards-based systems integrations [9–11]. 

Data exchange standards (DESes) comprise message schemas and their 
components, which define valid data exchanges and allow correct data 
interpretation by the receiving systems. To support data exchanges for 
required variations in business processes, message schemas often 
include a very large number of components and relaxed constraints. For 
a particular business process, only certain components will be applicable 
and will have more restricted constraints on data formats, cardinalities, 
etc., which is captured by the DES usage specification. 
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Both the DES development and usage processes impact the com-
plexities and costs of systems integration [12–14]. The DES development 
is the construction of the message schemas and their components. The 
DES usage, on the other hand, is the development of usage specification 
of the message schemas and their components for a specific integration 
use case. Result of the DES usage specification development (also called, 
profiling) process is message schema profiles and component profiles ready 
to be implemented for the integration use case whose requirements 
governed the profiling process. Fig. 1 illustrates these relationships 
among the outcomes of the DES development and the usage processes. 
This paper focuses on the DES usage, particularly on the message schema 
and component profile development and reuse. 

Currently, the DES usage specification development and reuse pro-
cesses are very labor-intensive, time-consuming, and costly, impacting 
negatively the costs and complexities of systems integrations [15]. There 
is virtually no support to describe, register, search for, or reason about 
appropriate message schema and component profiles for their reuses. To 
develop a DES usage specification for a specific integration use case, the 
process is manual and ad-hoc [16]. 

In this research, a new ‘DES usage specification development and 
reuse process’ (referred to as ‘usage specification management’, here-
after) is envisioned to be streamlined, efficient, and effective, enabling 
great improvements in the efficiencies and costs of systems integration. 
A system realizing such a process would have support to describe, reg-
ister, search for, and reason about candidate message schema and 
component profiles based on some objective criteria for potential reuse. 
Such support would enable reliable, repeatable, and well-defined DES 
usage specification management. 

The Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) is an ISO- 
approved meta-model standard targeted to improve the practice of 
development and use of DESes [17]. CCTS carries the promise for such 
advancement by introducing the notions of Core Components (CCs), as 
DES building blocks, and Business Information Entities (BIEs), as DES 
usage specifications. The CCs part of CCTS has been adopted by several 
DESes such as OAGIS [18], UBL [19], and UN/CEFACT’s Core Compo-
nent Library (UN/CCL) [20], demonstrating potential for significant 
improvements. Most recently, the newly developed CCTS-based Score 
platform [21] has shown to allow the development of a new OAGIS 10.7 
standard entirely using the CCTS concepts implemented in Score [22]. 

According to [23] context-awareness is seen as one of the most 
important properties in the next generation of interoperable enterprise 
systems. Even though CCTS adoptions, such as Score, have implemented 
BIE functionalities, the Business Context concept in the BIE has not been 
exploited to its full potential. According to Xu existing integration ap-
proaches “still lack formal methods that can sufficiently represent the 
organizational context” [24]. This shortfall limits the potential for 
increasing efficiency in the DES usage, especially to the benefit of 
message schema and component profile management. A key enabler for 
the Business Context-based DES usage specification management is the 

Business Context-aware business process model (BPM). Previously, in 
[25] the authors exploited the idea of Business Context-aware BPM to 
support the dynamic composition of business process parts. With the 
context-aware BPM and the envisioned usage specification manage-
ment, our ultimate goal is to develop advanced Business Context-based 
usage specification management solution that would enable reliable and 
repeatable identification of message schema and component profiles for their 
reuse in well-defined integration use cases. The delivery of this missing 
capability is referred to as the Central Problem of the paper. Such new 
capability would pave the way for better reuse of message schema and 
component profiles. The envisioned approach is based on CCTS and the 
usage of the Business Context concept. As a path toward that goal, this 
paper assesses existing business context models including UN/CEFACT 
Context Model (UCM), Enhanced UCM (E-UCM), and Business Context 
Ontology (BCOnt). The finding is that they are promising tools to 
improve the effectiveness of the BIE development and reuse. Further 
investigation into E-UCM is taken using two novel assessment criteria 
called expressiveness and effectiveness. The definitions of these two 
criteria are given. Using an industry use case and the two assessments, 
the analysis shows short-comings of E-UCM such as semantic ambiguity 
and business rule disconnection. From there, the paper outlines neces-
sary improvements for future work to device them into E-UCM to ach-
ieve the ultimate goal of advanced Business Context-based solutions. It is 
expected that such solutions would be able to provide a formal and 
well-defined DES usage specification management, with a great possi-
bility for automation which would bring significant advancement of the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the standards-based integrations. 

Section 2 describes related work that provides the foundation for the 
envisioned usage specification management and the analysis to be dis-
cussed in the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes the envisiond Business 
Context-based usage specification management to address the Central 
Problem. Sections 4 and 5 propose an approach to assess business context 
models and consequently apply it to one of the business context models, 
namely E-UCM. Section 6 describes the assessment results, while Sec-
tion 7 identifies, based on the results, possible improvements to the E- 
UCM model for the future work. Finally, Section 8 closes the paper with 
concluding remarks. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Industrial information integration 

Industry 4.0 envisions next phase in the evolution of manufacturing, 
combining advanced Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems (CPS) to facilitate a highly intelligent, interactive, and automated 
manufacturing ecosystems [26,27]. The authors in [28] emphasized the 
importance of integration for efficient smart manufacturing processes: 
(i) horizontal integration through value networks (inbound and 
outbound logistics and production), (ii) end-to-end digital integration of 

Fig. 1. The traditional framework of a data exchange standard and its usages.  
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engineering across the entire value chain, and (iii) vertical integration 
and networked manufacturing systems. 

Enterprise architecture (EA) is an IT methodology that supports 
complex integration and interoperability capability. Most EA frame-
works consist of five layers—Business, Process, Integration, Software, 
and Technology [29]. Specifically, Integration Architecture layer is 
focused on achieving integration in order to support enterprise agility 
and efficiency. This layer identifies and represents information system 
components (e.g., enterprise services, application clusters, integration 
systems and data flows) in the corresponding enterprise context. Back in 
2005, Xu proposed a conceptual framework—Industrial Information 
Integration Engineering (IIIE)—that provides a wholistic approach to 
industrial information integration [30]. Since then, the IIIE framework 
is established as an emerging research topic [31]. According to Chen, the 
framework found its application in many domains, such as aerospace, 
healthcare, manufacturing, supply chain, and urban development [32]. 
Most recently the IIIE framework was applied in the aircraft domain for 
aircraft coupling purposes [33], and in coal mining domain for the 
assessment of functional efficiency [34]. The work done in the IIIE 
framework to date, as shown in the references above, has not developed 
formal methods to take advantage of the notion of context, as com-
mented by Xu [24]. The research results in this paper aim to provide IIIE 
and other frameworks with a basis that can enable such formal methods. 

2.2. Context-aware systems integrations 

According to Dey, et al., context can be defined as “any information 
that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a 
person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction 
between a user and an application, including the user and applications 
themselves” [35]. The same authors defined context-aware system as a 
system that “uses context to provide relevant information and/or ser-
vices to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task” [35]. 
Following the context definition provided by Dey, et al., Danijel pro-
posed the definition of a Business Context. According to Danijel, Busi-
ness Context is “any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity within a scope where business operates. An entity 
is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the execution 
of a business process in a business environment, including the business 
process and business environments themselves” [36]. 

Motta et al. in their study investigated interoperability of context- 
aware systems [37]. They concluded that interoperability in the 
context-aware systems environment is more than just exchanging and 
using information. In such environment, the interoperability implies 
inclusion of both structural and behavioral concepts. Kosek et al. studied 
semantic interoperability in pervasive environments and concluded that 
flexible and updatable standards are needed, and for that purpose 
context has a significant role [38]. Further, context was exploited to 
support semantic integration in a novel Engineering Knowledge Base 
(EKB) architecture that should enable integration of multidisciplinary 
engineering projects [39]. In [40] authors proposed the RuleXPM 
approach to resolve semantic interoperability problem in e-marketplace 
environment. In the same paper, the authors concluded that resolving 
semantic interoperability was important for business process integra-
tion. Context was found to be important in Industry 4.0 domains as well. 
Li et al. in their 5 G Internet of Things (IoT) survey envisioned 
context-aware IoT Middleware Solution as a promising research direc-
tion that should provide autonomous and automatic adaptation of an 
IoT device to any changes in context [41]. Lehmann et al. investigated 
application of context for smart home environment and developed a 
Nexus platform for context models federation [42]. Gil et al. in their 
work provided an extensive survey regarding the application of context 
in IoT applications. They concluded that context provides important 
support for storage, process and interpretation of big data, and for the 
integration of IoT and social networks [43]. 

2.3. DES development and DES usage 

As emphasized in [44], targeted and projected integration use cases 
are different. The DES development process starts with a list of targeted 
integration use cases that are collected from the standardization orga-
nization committee members. As a result, message schemas contain a list 
of components with relaxed constraints to support all targeted integra-
tion use cases. On the other hand, projected integration use cases are 
those that were not accounted during the DES development process but 
there is a hope that the DES will be able to cover them as well. 

Since targeted and projected integration use cases have different 
requirements as demonstrated in [44], customizations of the message 
schemas and components created from targeted use cases are necessary 
to address requirements of the projected integration use case at hand. 
This customization is known as a DES usage specification development 
(profiling) process. The DES profiling implies exclusion of irrelevant 
components, adjustment of component’s constraints, and, oftentimes, an 
addition of new components. The profiling process was performed in a 
manual, arbitrary, nonstandard way, without a possibility to support 
reliable and repeatable identification of message schema and component 
profiles for their reuse in well-defined integration use cases. Such process has 
a negative impact on integration and interoperability between business 
partners [15,16]. Traditionally, the DESes were syntax-dependent which 
made the profiling process even more challenging. Some of the profiling 
problems and challenges are discussed in [45]. 

2.4. Previous DES usage specification development initiatives 

There were two attempts to improve the DES usage specification 
development. In [46], the authors used the Universal Business Language 
(UBL) as an exemplar DES to define the unambiguous usage specifica-
tion. As emphasized earlier, UBL has already adopted CCTS in its core so, 
consequently, the authors proposed the approach that is based on the 
Business Context definition introduced in CCTS. For that purpose, they 
developed an ontology to represent the Business Context knowledge. 
That ontology comprises the knowledge collected from different tax-
onomies. All taxonomies are transformed into the corresponding 
ontology, and then alignment and reasoning techniques are performed 
to integrate those ontologies into one single ontology. Then, each UBL 
component and message schema is annotated with the ontology, which 
provides a basis for the message schema profiling process. The authors 
developed three tools to support the proposed approach including a tool 
that enables the inclusion of new taxonomies, a tool for component 
profiling purposes, and a tool for the message schema profiling process. 
Although this approach was promising, there are missing pieces that 
might have prevented it from industry adoption. First, the approach did 
not provide a mechanism to search for and reuse existing message 
schema and component profiles prior to registration of new ones. Sec-
ond, since dictionary information was not considered in component 
profiling process, it would be possible to have same component profiles 
coexisting in the repository while related to different Business Context 
values. These two issues would have a great impact on a DES growth in a 
number of message schema and component profiles and on decreased 
reusability. Third, the message schema profiling approach assumes 
global applicability of component’s business context. However, the 
applicability of component’s business context is affected by its parent 
and ancestor component profiles. Therefore, such assumption can cause 
incorrect message schema profile. 

In [47] the authors defined a framework for the standardization of 
governmental documents. The authors pointed out the problem with 
missing or uninformative usage specifications that prevent the discov-
ery, reuse, and extension of existing components. In addition to the 
standardization, the framework also described an approach for usage 
specification development. However, the approach provided only frag-
mented recommendations. Consequently, it could not be a basis for 
streamlined, efficient, and effective DES usage specification 
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development. 

2.5. CCTS methodology 

The Core Component Technical Specification is an ISO-approved 
meta-model standard for the development and use of DESes [17] and 
one of the core technologies in data (exchange) modeling [48]. The first 
key notion of CCTS is CCs, which represent reusable DES building 
blocks. CCTS offers a set of CC types to support the CC use at different 
granularity levels of a DES. There are three types of CCs that can be 
reused: Basic CC property (BCCP), Association CC property (ASCCP) and 
Aggregate CC (ACC), as shown in Fig. 2. (One could say there are four 
reusable CC types if considering Core Data Types (CDT), but this detail is 
not essential for the discussion.) ACC is composed of selected BCCPs and 
ASCCPs. BCCP (e.g., DocNumber presented on the left side of Fig. 2) 
represents a small piece of information that describe an aspect of an 
ACC, but once it is assigned to a specific ACC (e.g., PurchaseOrder, In-
voice, UtilityBill) its semantics may be specialized under that ACC. The 

assignment of a BCCP to an ACC is denoted as Basic CC (BCC) in CCTS 
(see the DocNumber BCC in the PurchaseOrder class in Fig. 2). The 
underlying BCCP still exists outside of the ACC and can be assigned to 
other ACCs. Similar idea holds for an ASCCP (e.g., Bill-To->Address 
presented on the left side of Fig. 2). An ASCCP is a building block that 
allows for one ACC to have an association to another ACC (e.g., Address) 
that is referred to as an associated ACC. The name of ASCCP defines a 
role (e.g., Bill to) that is assigned to the associated ACC. Once that 
ASCCP is assigned to a specific ACC (e.g., Invoice, UtilityBill) its se-
mantics may be specialized under that ACC. An assignment of an ASCCP 
to an ACC is denoted as Association CC (ASCC) in CCTS (see the asso-
ciation between classes PurchaseOrder and Address in Fig. 2). Under-
lying ASCCP (Ship-To->Address) still exists outside the PurchaseOrder 
and can be assigned to other ACCs. The list of BCCs and ASCCs that 
describe a certain ACC are denoted as ACC Properties (ACCPs). Identified 
CCs are represented in the form of a conceptual data model. Conceptual 
data model is independent of technology and of a specific integration use 
case. 

Fig. 2. A CCTS-based data exchange standard example—conceptual data model.  

Fig. 3. A CCTS-based massage standard example—logical data model.  
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The second key notion of CCTS is BIEs, which represent DES usage 
specifications. In CCTS, there is a corresponding BIE (type) counterpart 
for each CC (type)—BBIEP for BCCP, ASBIEP for ASCCP, ABIE for ACC, 
ABIEP for ACCP, BBIE for BCC, and ASBIE for ASCC. The relationships 
between BIEs and their CC counterparts can be found in CCTS. The BIE is 
the result of the process where a CC is associated to a specific Business 
Context and its value domains are restricted. This process is called 
contextualization. Business Context is the entity used to capture the 
intent of BIEs providing а basis for their reuse. Associated Business 
Context specification identifies a class of integration use cases in which a 
BIE is intended to be used. Contextualization should provide a basis for 
more reliable profiling (i.e., usage specification development) processes 
by providing a way to identify the intent of components in specific data 
exchanges and, in this way, enabling their reusability in similar ex-
changes. Identified BIEs in the profiling are represented in the form of a 
logical data model. The logical data model is Business Context-specific, 
but still platform-independent. The complete list of reusable CCs and 
corresponding BIEs is denoted in CCTS as a Core Components Library 
(CCL). According to [49], BIEs needed for describing a specific data 
exchange (i.e., message) between two systems are denoted as Message 
Information Entities (MIEs). 

Each CC and BIE has its detail that is described by a set of attributes. 
These attributes capture, for example, dictionary name, component se-
mantic definition, data type, constraints. The complete list of these at-
tributes can be found in CCTS. These attributes will be denoted as CC/ 
BIE dictionary information. In Fig. 3, a logical data model for the previous 
example is presented. Let us consider the Address component. The 
conclusion that comes out of this example is that the Address component 
is applicable in Business Contexts BC1, BC2, and BC3. However, this 
does not hold for all of its properties. Namely, the Country BBIE is 
applicable in contexts BC1 and BC3, the State BBIE is applicable in 
contexts BC2 and BC3, the ZipCode BBIE is valid in BC3, while the 
StreetName and StreetNumber BBIEs are applicable in all three con-
texts—BC1, BC2, BC3. By associating Business Context to a component 
at its granularity level, one can identify a list of integration use cases in 
which the component is applicable and how it is applicable, establishing 
the basis for reusability. In the example, the Address component is 
reusable in different Business Contexts albeit with a different set of 
BBIEs. Hence, as presented in Fig. 3, the usage of a component depends 
on a Business Context resulting in different structures (i.e., sets of 
properties) necessary for exchanging the Address information in 
different Business Contexts. 

Business Context is described with respect to a collection of Business 
Context categories, each describing a specific aspect of an integration 
use case (e.g., see BC1, BC2, BC3 in Fig. 3). CCTS proposed eight Busi-
ness Context categories (e.g., business process, business process actor, 
geo-political, and industry), which may not be exhaustive, as one can 
create its own list of Business Context categories such as Business Unit 
when deemed necessary by, say, an enterprise integration analyst. 
Business Context categories have one or more associated Business 
Context schemes that are used as a source of possible values (e.g., [50] 
for geo-political Business Context category). Business Context is 
instantiated by composing one or more Business Context scheme values 
from each employed Business Context category. Business Context 
knowledge base comprises a collection of available values from each 
employed Business Context scheme. 

2.6. Enhanced CCTS (E-CCTS) methodology 

While a basis for reliable profiling processes is provided by CCTS, as 
discussed in Section 2.5, these processes still have to be conducted 
manually (e.g., an enterprise integration analyst has to interpret Busi-
ness Contexts associated with BIEs in order to reuse them). In order to 
minimize manual profiling processes based on subjective interpretations 
of associated Business Contexts, E-CCTS introduces three new contex-
tualization constructs—Assigned, Overall and Effective Business 

Contexts—along with its contextualization method [36].1 Here, these 
contextualization constructs are summarized, while a detailed expla-
nation is provided in Appendix A. 

According to E-CCTS, contextualization includes the assignment of 
Business Contexts and calculation of overall and effective Business 
Contexts. The following describes various usages of business contexts 
defined in E-CCTS.  

• Assigned Business Context (Assigned_BC) is a BC that is used to specify 
integration use cases, in which CCs are applicable. An assignment of 
a BC creates a BIE.  

• Overall Business Context (Overall_BC) is a calculated business context. 
It indicates the actual BCs that the BIE can be applicable. For 
example, the Overall_BC of an ABIE is a union of all Overall_BCs of its 
components. 

• Required Business Context (Required_BC) is a BC indicating an inte-
gration use case for which a BIE is needed.  

• Effective Business Context (Effective_BC) is a calculated BC. It indicates 
which parts of a BIE are relevant to a given Required_BC. 

2.7. Bussiness context models 

This section reviews three available Business Context models. For 
each model, the approaches for representing Business Context knowl-
edge and for using the knowledge to express a Business Context are 
discussed. 

2.7.1. UCM business context model 
UN/CEFACT Context Methodology (UCM) proposed a Business 

Context model that completely conformed to the CCTS specification 
[51]. Its Business Context knowledge is represented as a centralized 
directed acyclic graph (DAG). A node in the DAG represents a specific 
Business Context value, while an edge narrows the scope of the source 
node to the scope of the target node (e.g., America -> North America ->
USA). The DAG contains a set of root nodes where each root node rep-
resents one employed Business Context scheme. Descendant nodes of a 
specific root node are values from the same Business Context scheme. 
UCM Business Context model offers a basis for definition of permissible 
combinations of nodes by establishing associations between nodes from 

Table 1 
UCM predicates.  

UCM predicate 
symbol 

UCM predicate 
name 

UCM predicate definition 

= Equal to Identifies the specified node from the DAG. 
!= Not equal to Identifies all nodes from the DAG (from the 

corresponding Business Context category), 
except the specified node. 

> Greater than Identifies all predecessor nodes of the 
specified node from the DAG. 

< Less than Identifies all successor nodes of the 
specified node from the DAG. 

≥ Greater than or 
equal to 

Identifies all predecessor nodes of the 
specified node from the DAG including the 
specified node itself. 

≤ Less than or equal 
to 

Identifies all successor nodes of the 
specified node from the DAG including the 
specified node itself. 

~ Less than, greater 
than or equal to 

Identifies all successor and predecessor 
nodes of the specified node from the DAG 
including the specified node itself.  

1 While it was stated that these constructs were proposed by the UN/CEFACT, 
detailed analysis of the UN/CEFACT specifications has proved that any of these 
contextualization constructs cannot be found in the CCTS. In order to make a 
distinction from the available CCTS specification [17] the content that was 
presented in [36] as CCTS is denoted as Enhanced CCTS (E-CCTS). 
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the same or from different Business Context schemes [52]. These 
permissible associations are driven by a specific use that brings addi-
tional enrichment of the Business Context knowledge base (with addi-
tional semantics). This is achieved by adding new associations between 
nodes from the same, or from different schemes. These associations, 
called context paths, reflect the domain-specific business rules. In [52], a 
context path is defined as a sequence of graph nodes that represent a 
specific semantic meaning. The complete UCM Business Context graph 
metamodel was documented in [51]. 

In UCM, each Business Context expression consists of one simple or 
compound Business Context clause. If the clause is simple, then it con-
sists of one predicate associated with a single node. The UCM provides 
seven available predicates as presented in Table 1. 

A compound clause consists of two ordered simple or compound 
clauses that are connected using one of the three UCM operators—union 
(||), intersection (&&), or exclusion (!). The UCM operators are devel-
oped according to the Set Theory. The results of all UCM operators are 
presented as gray parts in Fig. 4. 

For each employed Business Context category one such clause should 
be constructed. In other words, a Business Context expression is a union 
of all clauses (simple or compound) for each Business Context category. 
When a Business Context expression is resolved with a Business Context 
knowledge base, the result is a union of nodes resolved for each Business 
Context category. 

2.7.2. E-UCM business context model 
Novakovic and Huemer [53] introduced E-UCM model. E-UCM is an 

approach for representing Business Context knowledge and use it to 
express Business Context. It completely conforms to the E-CCTS speci-
fication. The model assumes that the Business Context knowledge base is 
complete and consistent. E-UCM Business Context model represents 
Business Context knowledge in the form of a decentralized graph where 
each subgraph represents only Business Context knowledge that is 
relevant to a considered business process. This enhancement was 
important because it sped up the Business Context graph traversal and 

improved the maintainability of the graph. The second enhancement 
was the introduction of the restriction weight measure. It denotes the 
shortest distance between two graph nodes (number of edges that have 
to be traversed). 

For the construction of a Business Context expression, E-UCM 
adopted the UCM operators (see Fig. 4) and predicates (see Table 1) and 
introduced two additional operators—symmetric exclusion (△) and 
complement (i.e., A where A is a clause). The results of additional E- 
UCM operators are presented as gray parts in Fig. 5. 

These enhancements have increased the Business Context expres-
siveness. All the E-UCM operators, including the symmetric exclusion, 
are binary, while the complement is the only unary operator. 

2.7.3. BCOnt business context model 
Business Context Ontology (BCOnt) is another Business Context 

model. It relies on ontology web language standard - OWL [54]. The 
approach completely conforms to the E-CCTS specification. Its Business 
Context knowledge is implemented as a three-level ontology. The 
top-level describes general concepts of Business Context (e.g., Business 
Context categories). The middle level consists of different subontologies 
each of which captures knowledge about a specific Business Context 
category (e.g., BCISIC subontology created for Industry Business Context 
category, based on [55]). The lowest level contains a list of sub-
ontologies that refine general concepts introduced by the upper levels. 

Business Context values are represented as OWL individuals. The 
hasMember (or its inverse memberOf) OWL property is used to establish 

Fig. 4. UCM operators.  

Fig. 5. Additional E-UCM operators.  

Table 2 
BCOnt predicates.  

BCOnt 
predicate 
symbol 

BCOnt predicate 
name 

BCOnt predicate definition 

––– Equivalent to Identifies the specified individual from 
the BCOnt 

!––– Not equivalent to Identifies all individuals from the BCOnt 
that belong to the same Business Context 
category as specified individual, except 
the specified individual 

⊐ Superset of Identifies individuals from the BCOnt 
that are associated to the specified 
individual along the superclass-subclass 
properties 

⊏ Subset of Identifies individuals from the BCOnt 
that are associated to the specified 
individual along the subclass-superclass 
properties 

⊒ Superset of or 
equivalent to 

Identifies individuals from the BCOnt 
that are associated to the specified 
individual along the superclass-subclass 
properties including the specified 
individual 

⊑ Subset of or 
equivalent to 

Identifies individuals from the BCOnt 
that are associated to the specified 
individual along the subclass-superclass 
properties including the specified 
individual 

⊒⊑ Subset of, superset of 
or equivalent to 

Identifies individuals from the BCOnt 
that are associated to the specified 
individual along the subclass-superclass 
and superclass-subclass properties 
including the specified individual  
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the superclass-subclass (or subclass-superclass) relationships between 
these individuals as a DAG. 

The main advantage of this context model is the possibility to extend 
the knowledge base with external ontologies in order to define poten-
tially missing concepts. BCOnt also employs restriction weight measure 
that was previously mentioned in the E-UCM. 

The BCOnt uses Description Logic (DL) syntax to form a Business 
Context expression. Each expression consists of one clause, which can be 
simple or compound. If the clause is simple, then it consists of a predi-
cate associated with a single individual. BCOnt provides a list of seven 
available predicates as presented in Table 2. 

A compound clause consists of two ordered simple or compound 
clauses that are connected using one of the four provided binary oper-
ators—union (⊔), intersection (⊓), exclusion (!!), or symmetric exclusion 
(△). Also, a compound clause can consist only of one simple or com-
pound clause in a combination with the unary operator—complement 
(‾). The meanings of BCOnt operators are the same as previously defined 
by UCM and E-UCM (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). 

Although all three business context models above are promising for 

the envisioned Business Context-based DES usage specification man-
agement, this paper focuses on a detail assessment of E-UCM as it is an 
enhancement of UCM. Assessment of BCOnt is left as future work. 

3. Business context-based DES usage specification management 

This section outlines a new framework for the DES usage specifica-
tion management (development and reuse) process. The envisioned 
framework is different from that of the traditional one presented in 
Fig. 1. Fig. 6 shows additional notions that differentiate the conceptual, 
logical, and concrete artifacts in the DES as follows. 

Definition 1: Conceptual data model is a data model that contains all 
Core Components needed to describe any business document type within any 
domain. 

Definition 2: Conceptual message schema contains a subset of Core 
Components (conceptual components) from the conceptual data model 
needed to describe a certain business document type. 

Definition 3: Logical data model is a data model that contains all 
Business Information Entities, created from Core Components in the 

Fig. 6. The structure of data exchange standard—a new approach.  

Fig. 7. A Business Context-based DES usage specification management.  
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conceptual data model, needed to describe any business document type in any 
known integration use case within a certain domain. 

Definition 4: Logical message schema contains a subset of Business In-
formation Entities (logical components) from the logical data model needed 
to describe a certain business document type in all known integration use 
cases. 

Definition 5: Message schema profile contains a subset of Business In-
formation Entities from the corresponding logical message schema, needed to 
describe a business document type for a specific integration use case. This is a 
concrete artifact used in integration (albeit still execution platform-neutral). 

The envisioned DES usage specification management process is 
presented in Fig. 7. Two workflows are needed to support the new 
process (each of them is shown as a separate swimlane) and they are 
described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. For the scope of this paper that focuses 
on the DES usage phase and not the DES development, the conceptual 
data model and conceptual message schemas are assumed to be readily 
available. 

3.1. Construction of the logical message schema 

The objective of this workflow is to construct the logical message 
schema (BIEs) from the conceptual message schemas and their compo-
nents (CCs). It starts from the integration analyst analyzing a business 
process model that describes an integration domain and identifying 
integration points (i.e., message flows that need to be exchanged among 
applications or business partners). When an appropriate conceptual 
message schema is identified, the integration analyst retrieves the 
complete list of CCs that describe the structure of that schema from the 
CCL. Further, in order to contextualize CCs, the integration analyst as-
sociates each CC with the corresponding dictionary information and the 
Business Context that describe the target integration use case (the Ex-
press BIE activity). The next task for the integration analyst is to search 
the CCL in order to check whether the same (or similar) BIEs already 
exist. This step is a crucial enhancement in this new process because it 
would increase the reusability of existing BIEs. The CCL is searched 
using two criteria—dictionary information and Business Context of the 
BIE constructed for the observed integration use case. There are three 

possible outcomes:  

1 There is an existing BIE with the same dictionary information, but 
with the Business Context that does not cover the observed integra-
tion use case. In this case, there is no need to create a duplicated BIE, 
only its Business Context needs to be updated in order to include the 
newly identified integration use case.  

2 There is no existing BIE with the same dictionary information, so a 
new BIE has to be created.  

3 There is an existing BIE with the same dictionary information and the 
Business Context that covers the observed integration use case. In 
that case, there is no need to make any changes to the CCL. 

In this workflow, the corresponding conceptual message schema 
might not contain all CCs needed for the desired integration use case. In 
that case, the integration analyst should create new CCs. However, this 
situation is out of scope, since the paper covers the DES usage, and not 
the DES development process. The output of this workflow is the logical 
message schema that contains all BIEs for the target integration use case. 

3.2. Assemble message schema profile 

In the second workflow, the integration analyst uses previously 
created BIEs to assemble a message schema profile needed for the data 
exchange in a message flow of a specific integration use case. The first 
task for the integration analyst is to define a Required_BC for the 
interested message flow (the Express message schema profile activity). The 
integration analyst identifies a logical message schema(s) from the CCL 
that should be profiled. In order to assemble the message schema profile, 
the integration analyst takes each BIE found in the corresponding logical 
message schema and checks BIE’s relevancy for the Required_BC. At that 
point, all irrelevant BIEs should be removed. 

4. Feasibility assessment plan 

This section describes the plan to assess how E-UCM may support to 
the envisioned DES usage specification management approach outlined 

Fig. 8. Feasibility assessment process steps.  
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in Section 3. Then, Section 5 and 6 will, respectively, discuss the 
assessment and the assessment results. 

4.1. Assessment process 

Two measures, namely Expressiveness and Effectiveness, are pro-
posed to assess business context models as described below. Conse-
quently, E-UCM is assessed as such. as follows:  

• Expressiveness: Do Business Context expressions have the ability to 
express intended use for all real integration use case specificities? 
This measure refers to the business context model capability to 
adequately support Express message schema profile and Express BIE 
activities in the envisioned Business Context-based approach for DES 
usage specification management (see Fig. 7).  

• Effectiveness: Can the Business Context expressions be used as a basis 
for message schema and component profiles management? This 
measure refers to the business context model capability to 
adequately support Find BIE, Check BIE relevancy, and Identify logical 
message schema activities in the envisioned usage specification 
management. 

The feasibility assessment uses the two measures in a three-step 
process outlined in Fig. 8. The first step is a preparation step. It iden-
tifies needed CCs from the existing Core Components Library [20]. The 
second step is the construction of the logical message schema. Finally, 
the third step is to assemble the message schema profile. Together the 
2nd and 3rd steps evaluate the business context model, and E-UCM in 
particular, against the two measures. 

4.2. Assessment domain 

In this paper, the feasibility assessment will be conducted for the 
travel visa application domain in the tourism industry. The travel visa 
application domain was chosen for two reasons: (1) domain rules could 
be extracted from forms freely available online; and (2) domain rules are 
broadly understood by the public. In Fig. 9, a Business Process Model 
and Notation (BPMN) diagram of a simplified travel visa application 
process is presented. For simplicity, an assumption is made, without 
affecting the integrity of the assessment, that the business process is the 
same for each considered issuance country as follows. 

There are three identified parties that exchange messa-
ges—Applicant, Embassy, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The process 
starts when an Applicant sends a Visa Application Form (VAF) request. 
The Embassy processes the request and sends VAF back to the Applicant. 
The next step is the reception of a completed VAF and the applicant’s 
Passport. The received documents are reviewed and the Visa application 

(where all necessary information from the applicant’s VAF and the 
passport are extracted) is sent to the Ministry of foreign affairs for a 
decision. The final step is the approval step. In this step, upon received 
Visa issuance decision from the Ministry of foreign affairs the Passport is 
sent back to the Applicant, if approved with a Visa, otherwise without 
one. 

4.3. Integration use cases 

For this assessment, the Integration use cases repository (in Fig. 8) is 
assumed to have a set of VAFs that are obtained from the corresponding 
websites, which were selected because of their accessibility and quality 
of description [56–59]. The analysis will focus on the following subset of 
integration use cases:  

1 VAF of South Korea (single VAF is used for all visa types)  
2 VAF of Thailand (single VAF is used for all visa types)  
3 VAF of Ireland for temporary worker visa type  
4 VAF of Ireland for tourist visa type 

4.4. Business context knowledge base 

Four Business Context categories will be employed in the Business 
Context knowledge base to describe Business Contexts in this feasibility 
assessment. They take values from three Business Context schemes as 
outlined in Table 3. 

Fig. 10 shows a portion of the employed schemes associated with the 
Business Context categories. For the Visa type Business Context cate-
gory, a taxonomy of common visa types from a reference is used [60]. In 
this taxonomy, there are five subcategories, namely transit, short-stay, 
long-stay, immigrant and official, each of which is further subdivided 
into visa sub-types. In reality, each country has a specific list of visa 
types, but these specificities are neglected for the sake of clarity. 

Travel visa application process scheme is used to represent the hier-
archy of identified sub-processes. The hierarchy is corresponding to the 
business process in Fig. 9. Sub-nodes are activities while leaf nodes are 
message that are exchanged between business partners. 

As stated in Section 2.7.1, domain-specific business rules can bring 

Fig. 9. Travel visa application business process.  

Table 3 
Business Context categories and assigned schemes..  

Business Context category Business Context schemes 

Issuance country Countries 
Applicant’s country Countries 
Business Process Travel visa application process 
Visa type Visa type list  
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additional semantics to the Business Context graph. In the travel visa 
application domain, a common rule pattern is as follows: An applicant 
coming from Applicant country A can apply for Visa type B if it is issued by 
Issuance country C, and for that purpose the Issuance country C uses 
document D. Such kind of domain-specific business rule reveals possible 
visa applications, or possible context paths. Three domain-specific re-
lationships are defined for encoding such rules: “issued by” and “applies 
for” and “uses”. Table 4 shows some rules drawn from the [61] encoded 
using those relationships. R2 is shown in Fig. 10 as a context path. 

5. Assessment 

This section walks through the analysis of each step in the planned 
assessment process described in the previous section. First, the inte-
gration analyst has to analyze a collection of integration use cases in 
order to identify needed CCs. The result of this step is a collection of 
conceptual message schemas that make up the conceptual data model. 
Then in the Construction of Logical Message schema step, these conceptual 
message schemas are contextualized by the means of E-UCM. The result 
is the logical message schemas that make up the logical data model. 
Finally, appropriate logical message schemas are profiled for each 
desired integration use case listed in Section 4.3. As a result, four mes-
sage schema profiles are assembled. 

5.1. Core components selection 

By inspecting the obtained integration use cases the integration an-
alyst has identified the needed CCs from the existing CCL [20]. A portion 
of the conceptual data model is presented in Fig. 11. Since there is only 
one conceptual message schema—VAF—there is no difference between 
its structure and the conceptual data model. In general, as stated in 
Section 3, the conceptual data model would comprise the whole set of 
CCs identified in any of conceptual message schemas. In Fig. 11, three 
ACCs from the conceptual data model are shown. They are described 
with corresponding BCCs and ASCCs. 

Fig. 10. Business Context knowledge base—an excerpt.  

Table 4 
Business Context knowledge base - domain-specific business rules.  

Rule 
number 

Rule 

R1 Serbian(x) & TempWorker(y) & appliesFor (x, y) & issuedBy (y, New 
Zealand) -> Use (x, VAF) 

R2 Serbian(x) & Tourist(y) & appliesFor (x, y) & issuedBy (y, New 
Zealand) -> Use (x, VAF) 

R3 Irish(x) & BusinessVisa(y) & appliesFor (x, y) & issuedBy (y, New 
Zealand) -> Use (x, VAF) 

R4 African(x) & Tourist(y) & appliesFor (x, y) & issuedBy (y, South 
Korea) -> Use (x, VAF) 

R5 African(x) & BusinessVisa(y) & appliesFor (x, y) & issuedBy (y, South 
Korea) -> Use (x, VAF) 

R6 European(x) & TempWorker(y) & appliesFor (x, y) & issuedBy (y, 
South Korea) -> Use (x, VAF) 

R7 European(x) & Tourist(y) & appliesFor (x, y) & issuedBy (y, South 
Korea) -> Use (x, VAF)  

Fig. 11. A portion of the conceptual data model.  
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5.2. Construction of logical message schema 

The next step in front of the integration analyst was to construct 
logical message schemas following the workflow in the Construction of 
logical message schema swimlane presented in Fig. 7. This step was 

conducted in one single iteration, which means that all integration use 
cases are considered at once. As stated previously, Business Context was 
described using four chosen categories—Issuance country, Visa type, 
Applicant country and Business process. Accordingly, Business Context 
expressions are defined in the following form: 

(Applicant’s country Business Context clause) || (Visa type Business 
Context clause) || (Issuance country Business Context clause) || (Busi-
ness Process Business Context clause) 

First, the integration analyst had to Identify conceptual message 
schema (see Fig. 7). Next, he used the target integration use cases to 
contextualize the VAF conceptual message schema. 

For each CC found in the conceptual message schema, the integration 
analyst had to Express BIE (see Fig. 7). The ABIEP dictionary information 
was recognized from the corresponding integration use case, while its 
Business Context expression was constructed by answering the following 
questions: 

Table 5 
ABIEP contextualization.  

ABIEP 
type 

ID ABIEP dictionary information ABIEP’s Assigned_BC 

BBIE PFN Person. 
Family 
name  

((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand)) || 
(=VAF)) || 
((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
((=Temporary worker) || 
(=Tourist)) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF)) 

PB1 Person. 
Birth 

YYYY-MM-DD (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=VAF)) 

PB2 Person. 
Birth 

DD-MM-YYYY (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist)) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

PB3 Person. 
Birth  

((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Temporary worker) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF)) 
|| ((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand)) || 
(=VAF)) 

PM1 Person. 
Marital 
status 

Married, 
Divorced, 
Single 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=VAF)) 

PM2 Person. 
Marital 
status  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=VAF)) 

PM3 Person. 
Marital 
status 

Single, 
Married, 
Widowed, 
Divorced, 
Separated 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

PON Person. 
Official 
given name 

In Kanji ((=AC_BCG_China) || 
(=AC_BCG_Japan)) || (<Visa 
type list) || (=IC_BCG_South 
Korea) || (=VAF) 

PG Person. 
Gender 

Female, Male ((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_South Korea)) || 
(=VAF)) || 
((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF)) 

ASBIE DSP Document. 
Submitter. 
Party  

((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand)) || 
(=VAF)) || 
((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
((=Temporary worker) || 
(=Tourist)) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF)) 

PSP Party. 
Specified. 
Person  

((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand)) || 
(=VAF)) || 
((<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
((=Temporary worker) || 
(=Tourist)) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF)) 

Note: AC_BCG refers to Applicant’s country Business Context graph (see Fig. 10). 

Table 6 
ABIEP contextualization—after application of associative property.  

ABIEP 
type 

ID ABIEP dictionary information ABIEP’s Assigned_BC 

BBIE PFN Person. 
Family name  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF)) 

PB1 Person. Birth YYYY-MM-DD (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=VAF) 

PB2 Person. Birth DD-MM-YYYY (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist)) || 
((=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF) 

PB3 Person. Birth  (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

PM1 Person. 
Marital 
status 

Married, 
Divorced, 
Single 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=VAF) 

PM2 Person. 
Marital 
status  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=VAF) 

PM3 Person. 
Marital 
status 

Single, 
Married, 
Widowed, 
Divorced, 
Separated 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

PON Person. 
Official 
given name 

In Kanji ((=AC_BCG_China) || 
(=AC_BCG_Japan)) || (<Visa 
type list) || (=IC_BCG_South 
Korea) || (=VAF) 

PG Person. 
Gender 

Female, Male (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF) 

ASBIE DSP Document. 
Submitter. 
Party  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF)) 

PSP Party. 
Specified. 
Person  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF))  
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1 For which applicants’ countries is it valid?  
2 For which issuance countries is it valid?  
3 For which visa types is it valid?  
4 In which document type does it appear? 

Further, the integration analyst had to search the CCL in order to Find 

BIE with the same dictionary information (and Business Context). 
However, he did not have any means to perform a dictionary 
information-based search, so each expressed ABIEP was inserted into the 
CCL. A portion of inserted ABIEPs drawn from [56–59] is presented in 
Table 5. 

Let us further analyze Business Context expression associated with 
Person. Family name BBIE. Due to the associative property of a union 
operator, the mentioned Business Context expression can be reduced to: 

((<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<AC_BCG_Countries)) || ((<Visa type list) 
|| (=Temporary worker) || (=Tourist)) || ((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || (=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || ((=VAF) || (=VAF)) 

And further to: 
(<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type list) || ((=IC_BCG_South Korea) 

|| (=IC_BCG_Thailand) || (=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || (=VAF) 
After applying the associative property of a union operator, ABIEPs’ 

contextualization can be reduced as presented in Table 6. 
The same steps were conducted for each ABIE. ABIEs are expressed 

with dictionary information that was recognized from the corresponding 
integration use case, while their Overall_BC is calculated by applying 
rules summarized in Section 2.6 and detailed in Appendix A. In Table 7, 
the Overall_BCs for ABIEs and ASBIEs are presented. 

5.3. Assemble message schema profile 

The next step was to assemble message schema profiles for each 
interested integration use case. As a result, four message schema profiles 
are created. This task is conducted with respect to the business process in 
the Assemble message schema profile swimlane presented in Fig. 7. The 
process is repeated for each integration use case. The first task for the 
integration analyst was to Express message schema profiles (see Fig. 7). 
Required_BCs for the interested message schema profiles are presented 
in Table 8. For example, the Required_BC expression assigned to 
VAF_Ireland – Temporary worker message schema profile means that it is 
valid for applicants, coming from any country in the world, who apply 
for the Irish Temporary worker visa. 

The next step was to Identify logical message schema. For that purpose, 
the integration analyst used a part of the Business Context expression 
that describes the Business Process category (see the Business Context 
expression form in Section 5.2). In this analysis, the logical message 
schema is the VAF logical message schema, i.e., all of the message 
schema profiles would refine the VAF logical message schema. 

Table 7 
ABIE and ASBIE contextualization.  

BIE 
type 

ID BIE dictionary 
information 

BIE’s Overall_BC 

ABIE P1 Person  (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type 
list) || ((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || (=VAF) 

D1 Document  (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type 
list) || ((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || (=VAF) 

PA1 Party  (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type 
list) || ((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || (=VAF) 

ASBIE DSP Document. 
Submitter. Party  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type 
list) || ((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || (=VAF) 

PSP Party. Specified. 
Person  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type 
list) || ((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || (=VAF)  

Table 8 
Message schema profiles’ contextualization.  

MP Message schema 
profile name 

Message schema profile’s Required_BC 

MP1 VAF_South Korea (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_South Korea) || (=VAF) 

MP2 VAF_Ireland – Tourist (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (=Tourist) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

MP3 VAF_Ireland – 
Temporary worker 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || (=Temporary worker) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

MP4 VAF_Thailand (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || (=VAF)  

Fig. 12. Assembled Message schema profiles.  
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The next step was to Remove irrelevant BIEs. For each BIE from the 
corresponding logical message schema, the integration analyst checked 
the BIE’s relevancy by calculating its Effective_BC (see Effective part of 
message schema in Appendix A). All BIEs that had Effective_BC equal to 
null were treated as irrelevant and filtered out from the logical message 
schema. In Fig. 12, all assembled message schema profiles are presented. 

For example, BC1e is the Effective_BC for the Person. Family name 
BBIE. (Even though in most of these examples, BIEs within the same 
message schema profile have the same Effective_BC, it does not neces-
sarily happen in general case.) 

6. Assessment results 

This section presents the results of the feasibility assessment process 
regarding the E-UCM expressiveness and effectiveness. 

6.1. E-UCM expressiveness 

As stated previously, due to the associative property of a union 
operator, Business Context expressions are reduced as presented in 
Table 6. But let us consider a BBIE, Person. Gender, before the associative 
property was applied. According to its Assigned_BC (see Table 5), the 
BBIE is valid in all visa types’ VAF in South Korea but only for tourist 
visa type in Ireland. After the associative property has been applied, 
observed Business Context expression was reduced to: 

Example 1: (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || (=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || (=VAF) 

The result is not correct since it now means that BBIE Person. Gender 
is applicable for all visa types issued by Ireland. The same happened 
with BBIE Person. Birth (see BBIE Person. Birth with ID=’PB3’ in Table 5). 
As it can be seen, the meaning changes when the associative property of 
a union operator has been applied. This brings us to the conclusion that 
there are semantic issues with the Business Context expressions and their 
operators as it can lead to unintended results (Semantics issue). 

As stated in Section 2.7.1, the Business Context expression presented 
in Example 1 identifies a list of integration use cases in which the BBIE 
Person. Gender is valid, while each integration use case is described by a 
unique combination of values resolved for each Business Context cate-
gory. A portion of possible integration use cases is presented in Table 9. 

By analyzing the business rules presented in Table 4, the conclusion 
is that the 4th integration use case is not valid because the Pilgrimage 
visa type is not supported in South Korea. The conclusion is that the 
Business Context expressions do not consider business rules (i.e., addi-
tional context paths) that exist in the Business Context knowledge base 
(Business-rule-violation issue). 

6.2. E-UCM effectiveness 

During the construction of Logical message schemas, the integration 
analyst has faced with the fact that E-UCM describes a method for 
contextualization with the ‘complete’ assumption. Under such assump-
tion, all integration use cases, in which components are valid, are 
accounted for in the knowledge base (i.e., there are no future anticipated 
updates of a BIE’s Business Context), thus eliminating a possibility for 
reuse of existing components in a new integration use case and the 

component’s Business Context update. In the case study presented in this 
paper, this was not a problem since all integration use cases were 
assumed to be accounted for, but it would become a serious problem if 
the integration analyst would want to update the logical data model 
with a newly identified integration use case that was not considered 
before. 

Let us assume that there is a need to update existing CCL (presented 
in Table 6) with BBIEs identified in a new integration use case—VAF of 
New Zealand for tourist visa type [62]. A portion of the resulting CCL is 
presented in Table 10. 

As a result, the integration analyst would get superfluous BIEs 
because the E-UCM supports Business Context-based search, but not 
dictionary information-based search (see Fig. 7). Namely, new BBIEs 
Person. Family name (ID=’PFN2’), Person. Birth (ID=’PB4’) and Person. 

Table 9 
BBIE Person. Gender - A portion of integration use cases.  

Number Integration use case 

1 (=AC_BCG_Africa) || (=BusinessVisa) || (=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=VAF) 

2 (=AC_BCG_Serbia) || (=Tourist) || (=IC_BCG_South Korea) || (=VAF) 
3 (=AC_BCG_Germany) || (=Temporary worker) || (=IC_BCG_South Korea) 

|| (=VAF) 
4 (=AC_BCG_Africa) || (=Pilgrimage) || (=IC_BCG_South Korea) || (=VAF)  

Table 10 
BBIE contextualization—after new integration use case.  

ABIEP 
type 

ID ABIEP dictionary information ABIEP’s Assigned_BC 

BBIE PFN Person. 
Family 
name  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF) 

PFN2 Person. 
Family 
name  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || (=IC_BCG_New 
Zealand) || (=VAF) 

PB1 Person. 
Birth 

YYYY-MM-DD (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=VAF) 

PB2 Person. 
Birth 

DD-MM-YYYY (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist)) || 
((=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF) 

PB4 Person. 
Birth 

DD-MM-YYYY (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || (=IC_BCG_New 
Zealand) || (=VAF) 

PB3 Person. 
Birth  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

PM1 Person. 
Marital 
status 

Married, 
Divorced, Single 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=VAF) 

PM2 Person. 
Marital 
status  

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
(=IC_BCG_Thailand) || 
(=VAF) 

PM3 Person. 
Marital 
status 

Single, Married, 
Widowed, 
Divorced, 
Separated 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland) || (=VAF) 

PM4 Person. 
Marital 
status 

Single, 
Separated, 
Partner, 
Divorced, 
Married, 
Engaged, 
Widowed 

(<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || (=IC_BCG_New 
Zealand) || (=VAF) 

PON Person. 
Official 
given 
name 

In Kanji ((=AC_BCG_China) || 
(=AC_BCG_Japan)) || (<Visa 
type list) || (=IC_BCG_South 
Korea) || (=VAF) 

PG Person. 
Gender 

Female, Male (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(<Visa type list) || 
((=IC_BCG_South Korea) || 
(=IC_BCG_Ireland)) || 
(=VAF)  

PG2 Person. 
Gender 

Female, Male (<AC_BCG_Countries) || 
(=Tourist) || (=IC_BCG_New 
Zealand) || (=VAF)  
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Gender (ID=’PG2’) would be added even though adequate ones have 
already existed in the CCL. The BBIE Person. Marital status (ID=’PM4’) 
would be the only one correctly added since there are no existing BBIEs 
with the same dictionary information. (BIE-dictionary-information- 
based-search issue). 

As shown in Fig. 12, four message schema profiles were assembled - 
one for each interested integration use case. The integration analyst has 
compared these message schema profiles with the expected outcomes 
and came to the conclusion that two message schema profiles (VAF_-
Thailand and VAF_South Korea) completely reflect the information that is 
supposed to be exchanged via corresponding message flow in a specific 
integration use case. For example, calculation of Effective_BC has 
recognized that BBIE Person. Official Given Name is irrelevant for VAF_-
Thailand, but it is relevant for VAF_South Korea only. 

However, the calculation of Effective_BC has failed to recognize the 
correct BBIE Person. Birth in VAF_Ireland_Tourist message schema profile 
(both BBIEs with ID=’PB2’ and ID=’PB3’ are found in this message 
schema profile). In addition, it failed to recognize that BBIE Person. 
Gender is irrelevant for VAF_Ireland_Temporary worker message schema 
profile. These situations happened as consequences of the previously 
mentioned Semantics issue. Consequently, Effective_BC for those BBIEs 
in both integration use cases (VAF of Ireland for tourist visa type and VAF 
of Ireland for temporary worker visa type) were calculated as not null, thus 
they were interpreted as relevant. 

Let us, finally, consider the following hypothetical VAF_New Zealand 
message schema profile and its Required_BC. If the Required_BC for 
VAF_New Zealand message schema profile is defined as follows: 

Example 3: (<AC_BCG_Countries) || (<Visa types) || (=IC_BCG_New 
Zealand) || (=VAF), 

It would mean that it is relevant to an applicant coming from any 
country in the world, and for any New Zealand visa type. If the inte-
gration analyst would want to use this message schema profile for the 
following integration use case: 

Example 4: (=AC_BCG_Somalia) || (=Temporary worker) || 
(=IC_BCG_New Zealand) || (=VAF), the Effective_BC for VAF_New Zea-
land message schema profile would be: 

Example 5: (=AC_BCG_Somalia) || (=Temporary worker) || 
(=IC_BCG_New Zealand) || (=VAF) 

Since the Effective_BC is not an empty set, this would mean that 
VAF_New Zealand message schema profile is valid for the Business 
Context in Example 4. However, the result is not correct since it violates 
business rules presented in Table 4. According to those business rules 
Somali applicants are not eligible to apply for a visa issued by New 
Zealand [61]. If business rules were considered, the Effective_BC would 

be an empty set. This situation is another consequence of the previously 
explained Business-rule-violation issue. 

Finally, the E-CCTS did not provide formal rules for the calculation of 
Effective_BC. This paper reversed engineered a set of top-down rules 
from the example provided in E-CCTS. Details about this issue are pro-
vided in Appendix A. (Missing-formal-Effective_BC-rule issue) 

7. Discussion and future work 

For each integration use case, the expressiveness and effectiveness of 
the E-UCM model have been assessed. In most integration use cases, E- 
UCM gave the expected results. However, there is a list of identified 
issues in each assessment measure that requires the four improvements 
to E-UCM and the underlying E-CCTS models. These improvements are 
outlined in Fig. 13 as the future work and are discussed below. 

First, E-UCM Business Context expression and use of operators need 
to be modified in order to avoid the semantics issue. Particularly, the 
aim is to introduce the usage of logical operators on two levels: on the 
level of a single integration use case, and on the level of a whole graph 
(complete list of possible integration use cases). Each integration use 
case modeled using the modified context methodology should be rep-
resented as an n-tuple of categorized sets values (i.e., values that belong 
to the same Business Context category). 

At the level of an integration use case, Business Context may be 
expressed using predicates proposed in [36] with the restriction that the 
operations between Business Context clauses of different categorized 
sets are disallowed. In other words, elements of compound Business 
Context clauses may only be Business Context scheme nodes associated 
with the same Business Context category. 

At the level of the whole graph, a list of possible integration use cases 
must be a union of n-tuples describing individual integration use cases. 
The analysis showed that the union is the only appropriate set operator 
that summarizes distinct integration use cases. It follows that an inte-
gration use case is covered if its Business Context expression is a subset 
of any n-tuple in the union (i.e., Effective_BC is non-empty in all of the 
context categories specified in the Assigned_BC). 

Second, a novel algorithm for Business Context expression evalua-
tion and execution will be developed. As inputs, this algorithm would 
get Business Context clause for each employed Business Context cate-
gory. An output of the algorithm would be a list of possible context 
paths—that do not violate any business rule. For this purpose, we will 
define a formalized mathematical framework for the evaluation of 
logical expressions and the segregation of acceptable context paths 
based on propositional calculus and graph theory. 

Fig. 13. Feasibility assessment results—summary (dash arrows indicate improvement targets).  
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Third, a set of component identification rules that take into account 
the dictionary information will be defined. These rules provide im-
provements beyond E-UCM in that they allow for correct BIE reuses and 
enhanced BIE reusability when new integration use cases emerge. In 
particular, they will determine whether an existing component in the 
CCL with the requested dictionary information exists and can be reused. 
They should contribute to a better control of CCL growth. 

Fourth, a set of formal rules for the Effective_BC calculation will be 
developed following the modified Business Context expression in the 
first future work. This was not provided in the E-UCM and it is important 
for reliable message schema profiling. 

Finally, BCOnt, which is another promising Business Context model, 
will be investigated in a similar assessment and for possible incorpora-
tion into the overall approach for Business Context-based DES usage 
specification management. 

8. Conclusion 

The paper pointed out that the outdated DES and usage specification 
management processes impact the complexities and costs of systems 
integration. For scoping reasons, the paper focused on the improvement 
of the DES usage specification management, which includes develop-
ment and reuse, and assumed that the DES (i.e., core components) were 
readily available through a compatible DES development process. While 
there were prior approaches to improve the DES usage management 
process, none of them had been successfully validated. One of the major 
issues with those approaches is that there is no provision for reusing the 
existing usage specifications. To address this issue, an envisioned Busi-
ness Context-based approach was outlined. The approach requires 
business context models. Therefore, three existing business context 
models—namely UCM, E-UCM, and BCOnt—were reviewed; and a 
detailed assessment approach was proposed. This research took a closer 
look at E-UCM in particular, which is the most advanced model based on 
the prior UCM and E-CCTS. The assessment required calculation of 
Effective_BC. Since the calculation of Effective_BC was not provided by 
the E-CCTS, this paper reversed engineered a set of top-down rules from 
the example provided in E-CCTS. As a result of the assessment, modifi-
cations to E-UCM were described and proposed as the next steps in our 
future work. These identified modifications contribute to the future 
development of the DES and usage specification management system. 
The proposed assessment approach is generic and can be used to assess 
other business context models. In particular, it will be used to assess 
BCOnt to inform future development of such a system as well. 
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Appendix A: E-CCTS contextualization rules 

The E-CCTS introduced three new rules for contextualization of 
BCCs, ACCs and ASCCs—Rule 2.4.1, Rule 2.4.2 and Rule 2.4.3 [36]. 
Each of these rules will be explained using the Set Theory. On the 
left-hand side in Fig. A. 1, a simple example, with two ABIEs and cor-
responding ABIEPs (BBIEs and ASBIEs), is presented. On the right-hand 
side, in the same figure, Business Contexts for each of these BIEs are 
presented using a Venn diagram. Each ellipse depicts an associated 
Business Context, in which the corresponding BIE is valid for use. 

According to Rules 2.4.1 and 2.4.3, each BBIE and ASBIE has one 
Assigned_BC (e.g., sets BBIE11 and ASBIE13 on the right-hand side in 
Fig. A. 1 are the Assigned_BCs of the corresponding BBIE and ASBIE). 
Following the same rules, all BIEs have Overall_BC, as well. Since BBIEs 
are not compound, their Overall_BCs are the same as their Assigned_BCs. 
The Overall_BC of an ASBIE is calculated as an intersection of its 
Assigned_BC and Overall_BC of its associated ABIE (ABIE2, in this 
example). In the observed example, the Overall_BC of the ASBIE13 is 
marked as gray. In this case, the ASBIE13’s Overall_BC determines which 
components will be used to describe the associated ABIE2. In other 
words, the Overall_BC of the ASBIE13 narrows the Overall_BC of the 
associated ABIE2 and, consequently, affects the list of ABIEPs that 
describe the associated ABIE2. 

According to Rule 2.4.2, ABIEs do not have Assigned_BC, but only 
Overall_BC that is calculated as a union of Overall_BCs of its ABIEPs. For 
example, the ABIE1 set on the right-hand side in Fig. A. 1 is the Over-
all_BC of the corresponding ABIE. In case of an ABIE, its Overall_BC 
determines which ABIEPs will describe that ABIE in a certain integration 
use case. For ABIE1 all ABIEPs will be used since their Business Contexts 
completely intersect with the ABIE’s Overall_BC; however, the ABIE1’s 
Overall_BC can also be narrowed, as it was the case with ABIE2. Note that 
the Overall_BC is calculated in a bottom-up manner. 

In order to support profiling processes, calculation of Effective_BC as 
a specific contextualization construct is introduced. Effective_BC is 
supposed to make the profiling process more reliable through mathe-
matical calculations, thus eliminating the need for subjective in-
terpretations of component’s Overall_BC. As a result, Effective_BC 
should inform us of BIE’s relevancy/irrelevancy for a specific integration 
use case. In the E-CCTS description, there is no specific rule that defines 
the Effective_BC calculation. This calculation presented here is a reverse 
engineering of examples presented in [36] (Mis-
sing-formal-Effective_BC-rule issue). The same example from the Fig. A. 
1 will be employed to explain two usages of Effective_BC calculation. 

Fig. A. 1. . E-CCTS contextualization rules.  
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In the first usage, the Effective_BC identifies ABIEPs needed for an 
associated ABIE. As previously stated, the Overall_BC of ASBIE13 nar-
rows the Overall_BC of the associated ABIE2 and, consequently, affects 
the list of ABIEPs that will be used to describe that associated ABIE2. This 
usage will be denoted as Effective part of associated ABIE. The Effecti-
ve_BC of an associated ABIE2 is calculated as an intersection between its 
Overall_BC and the ASBIE13’s Overall_BC. This narrowing of the ABIE2’s 
Overall_BC affects the list of its ABIEPs. Further, Effective_BC for each 
ABIEP from the associated ABIE2 can be calculated as an intersection of 
ABIEPs Overall_BC and Effective_BC of the ABIE2. In Fig. A. 2, the 
Effective_BC of the ABIE2’s ABIEPs is marked with hatched lines. In this 
example, Business Contexts of the BBIE21 and BBIE22 partially intersect 
with ABIE2’s Effective_BC and, consequently, will be treated as relevant 
for the observed association. (Note that the Effective_BC for the BBIE23 is 
an empty set and, consequently, it is not relevant for ASBIE13 
association.) 

The second usage is to identify BIEs that are valid for a message 
schema profile. This usage will be denoted as Effective part of message 
schema. The Required_BC in which the message schema profile MSP1 is 
valid is represented as a gray set in Fig. A. 3 and it “effectively narrows” 
the Overall_BC of the BIEs that are found in a corresponding logical 
message schema structure [36]. In other words, the Effective_BC of each 
BIE is calculated as an intersection between its Overall_BC and Requir-
ed_BC of the MSP1 (gray parts of the corresponding BIE’s set represent its 
Effective_BC). However, this usage of the Effective_BC does not exclude 
calculation of Effective part of associated ABIE. Moreover, the narrowed 
Business Context of the ASBIE13 further narrows the Business Context of 
the associated ABIE2 (which can also be narrowed by the MSP1’s 
Required_BC) and, consequently, affects the list of ABIEPs that will be 
used to describe that associated ABIE2 (the Effective_BCs of the ABIE2’s 
ABIEPs are marked with hatched lines). As it can be seen, Effective_BC of 
the BBIE22, after applying Effective part of message schema calculation, 
is an empty set. This means that although it is relevant for ASBIE13 in the 
general case, it is not relevant inside MSP1. Note that the BBIE23 is 
relevant for MSP1 (there is an intersection between BBIE23’s Overall_BC 
and MSP1’s Required_BC), but it is not relevant for observed ASBIE13. 

Calculation of Effective_BC for message schema profile was not 
provided by the E-CCTS. This paper reversed engineered a set of top- 
down rules from the example provided in E-CCTS and applied them to 
the message schema profiling in the feasibility assessment. This issue is 
identified as (Missing-formal-Effective_BC-rule issue) for E-UCM as E- 
CCTS derivative work, and it will be one of the future works to formalize 
these rules. 
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